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 Nature reserve

 Area size: 340 km²

 2/3 HE, 1/3 NRW

 Known as „Sauerland“

 Mittelgebirge (central mountain

ranges), strong impact by tourism, 

forestry and agriculture, 

(predominated by dairy cattle 

farms)

 Willingen has over 1M overnight

stays/year

 7 municipalities

 Area size: 676 km²

 Population: 66k = 98 inhab./km²

 Lead in the co-operative project

 6 municipalities

 Area size: 868 km²

 Population: 87k= 100 inhab./km²

Where and who?



The original idea of the classical image campaign with the 

goal to change consumer behaviour was destined to fail. 

With our analysis, the novel approach to bundle existing 

strengths  has been initiated.

Trigger

Approach

Production price of milk

less than € 0,2

„cry out for help“ 



Importantly, the direct contact between farmers, 

local population and tourists generated empathy 

for agricultural production and animals

Thus, the merge of  educational farming, termed 

„Agricultural Edutainment“, and lodging industry 

generated the required synergy for a lucrative 

tourist product

Optimal conditions are present in the region: interest for 

tourism and many "open" farms

Result
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14 adventures (farms), 20 hosts

Currently



Changing consumer behaviour towards agricultural products

Mingling of farmers and 

tourists

Generating the understanding 

for agricultural production 

processes in general

New opportunities for tourists, 

increasing added value

Integrating agricultural and

tourist businesses

(increasing insights)

Additional income source for

agricultural businesses

Integrating conventional 

products of the NP

Fostering the understanding for 

cultural sustainability by 

agricultural businesses

Joining agriculture and 

conservation under a common

umbrella/topic

Improving acceptance levels

towards conservation

…

Goals/Added value

Generating support for animal 

welfare and humane 

maintenance by direct contact to 

farm animals

Generating the understanding 

for sustainable agriculture



Project costs for service provider:

-Organization

-Development of products and offers

-Marketable implementation

-Production materials (printouts, webdesign, etc.)

Total cost: € 43 000 gross

LEADER funding: € 23 000 (1/3 NRW, 2/3 HE)

Equity capital: € 20 000, by special purpose association

„Naturpark Diemelsee“

Costs



Implementation of marketing of destination promoting

touristic products of the federal State Hesse,

in particular via social media

Acquisition of additional providers (agriculture

and accomodation)

Additional support by nature reserve and tourist management

Willingen

Follow-up costs covered by nature park and/or 

municipalities

How will this continue?



LEADER is the only program which creates

so many synergistic values in our funding environment 

LEADER is effective by creating added value with 

only small investment

LEADER fosters integrative thinking in the local population 

LEADER is absolutely pivotal for rural Regions to become resilient, 

innovative and economically successful!

Resume



Thanks a lot for your attention

Are there remaining questions?


